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Ready to serve: our centers of building
envelope excellence

With decades of combined experience and knowledge spanning Europe and North America,
our team is available to help you navigate the complicated compliance landscape.

Global building envelope experts
Gailord O. Nepp
Senior business development manager – Telford, England
With over 28 years of experience overseeing testing and certification positioning in the building
envelope and fenestration market, Nepp has developed a comprehensive and in-depth understanding
of the European and U.K. façade market.
• Nepp places customer satisfaction at the center his work. He works with his team to understand his
customers’ contractual requirements within the field of envelope testing are covered while working to
improve our service offering.

Gilbert Riopel
Engineering manager for all building envelope centers of excellence laboratories – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• As ngineering anager of laboratory testing, Riopel applies his wealth of experience to teach and
guide the next generation of practioners in various thermal and physical aspects applied to the
building envelope.
• Having worked in building enclosure testing for 32 years, Riopel has gained experience in every
sphere of the building envelope testing.

Steve Bramhill
Business development manager – Telford, England
• As building development manager, Bramhill has over 30 years of commercial knowledge and experience,
including 17 years in the building envelope testing industry gaining him a comprehensive knowledge of
the U.K. and European markets.
• Bramhill has extensive skills in building and managing internal and external relationships with colleagues
and customers alike to help ensure the effective delivery of all services and solutions.
• With his broad range of technical skills, Bramhill is able to find innovative ways to overcome issues and
find resolutions.

Mike Wass, M.S.
Engineering

anager – Telford, England

• As engineering manager of laboratory testing, Wass is responsible for the U.K. Building Envelope
testing and certification business.
• With 20 years experience in testing and evaluating building envelope products,Wass has a
comprehensive and in-depth understanding of U K and European building envelope markets
• Wass has a
of a number of
industry bodies including Centre for Window and Cladding Technology and Conformity Assessment Body.
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Commissioning services and technical assessments
Mark Van Dalen
Commercial manager – Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
• Prior to joining UL, Van Dalen co-founded and ran a practice providing specialized consulting services related
to the design and performance of commercial building envelope systems, with projects throughout
North America.
• As lead consultant, Van Dalen has performed full commissioning services on numerous high-profile,
landmark federal and commercial construction projects (design assist, peer review, develop and
witness performance mock-up test sequence, on-site/field quality control perfomance testing and
periodic construction review).
• With 33 years of industry experience, Van Dalen has completed hundreds of forensic investigations and
analyses of building envelope performance failures and developed remedial work solutions.
• Van Dalen has supported building envelope litigation, acting as an expert witness including testimony and
examination at discovery and trial.
• Van Dalen was author of the National Cladding Study and contributor to the Best Practice Guide for Glass
and Metal Curtain Walls for the Government of Canada.
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Fenestration testing
Pierre Giesinger
Senior sales executive – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• As a senior sales executive, Pierre Giesinger uses his 20 years of building envelope experience to guide his
customers through the testing and certification journey from start to finish.
• After obtaining his bachelor’s degree in engineering, Giesinger began his career in building envelopes by
performing field-testing for three years.
• Giesinger has over 17 years of engineering knowledge with aluminum fenestration manufacturers and
their products, windows, curtain walls,
• As an engineering manager, Giesinger oversaw the technical aspects ranging from engineering calculation,
technical design and shop drawing to research and development knowledge. During this time, he
gained a deep understanding of windows, curtain walls and skylights.
• During his time as an engineering manager, Giesinger became reacquainted with his roots in the industry
when he oversaw solving all field problems, He covered everything from installation problem to water
infiltration issues.
• Giesinger worked to revise the Curtain Wall Guide as a contributing technical committee of the Quebec
Glazing and Fenestration Association (AVFQ)

Jean Miller
Laboratory manager – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• As the laboratory manager, Miller is responsible for the managing our best-in-class fenestration team based
in Varennes.
• Miller is a member of the technical committee that developed the CSA A 500 Guard Rail Standard for Canada.
• Having worked at the Varennes laboratory for over 21 years, Jean has held positions as a lab technician, lab
manager, general manager and, most recently, fenestration manager.
• Miller received a bachelor’s degree in engineering, construction gestion in 1999 and his technical
degree in architecture in 1995.

Rhys Cadwallader
Project handler – Telford, England
• As a project handler, Cadwallader is responsible for customer liaison and project coordination
• Cadwallader has significant experience testing and evaluating fenestration products against
U.K. industry requirements.

David Potts
Engineering leader – Telford, England
• As engineering leader, Potts manages the engineering team, covering fenestration, mock-up
and field testing.
• Potts has 17 years experience testing and evaluating building envelope products against
industry requirements
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Field testing
Gilles Couture, P.ENG., FMPC
Engineering leader, field testing and evaluations manager – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
As engineering leader, Gilles plans and coordinates field testing on windows, curtain walls, various wall
systems, as well as whole building testing in compliance with applicable standards and procedures.
• Using his 20 years of industry experience, Gilles develops equipment and field-testing procedures
customized to the individual projects he leads.
• Gilles worked to improve data acquisition systems that evaluate the field condensation of
materials through collection, analysis and interpretation of data.
• As a member of the Quebec Order of Engineers (OIQ) and the American Standards of Testing and
Materials (ASTM), Gilles stays active within the engineering community, strives to improve his
profession and engages in continued education.
• Gilles holds a Fenestration Master Professional Certification (FMPC) from the American Architechtural
Manufacturers Association (AAMA).

Reni Caizzo
Laboratory leader – Telford, England
• Caizzo is instrumental in organizing the day-to-day operation of UL Telford’s on-site testing department.
• With his 16 years of experience in the fenestration testing industry, Caizzo has valuable industry
knowledge gained, with broad experience in on-site testing.
• Caizzo has specific expertise with Centre for Window and Cladding Technology (CWCT) Section 9 hose
testing and Air Tightness Testing and Measurement Association (ATTMA) air leakage testing.
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Performance mock-up testing
Dominic Massie, P.Eng.
Engineering leader – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• As a mechanical engineer working in the laboratory for the last 17 years, Massie has gained
experience in every sphere of the building envelope testing.
• As the mock-up testing manager, Massie worked on numerous performance mock-ups and was
responsible for generating work proposals, physical testing of specimens, writing test reports, and
invoicing.
• Over the past years, Massie has contributed his industry knowledge to help many high-end buildings
across North America realize their full potential, including One World Trade Center in New York City.

Haya Soghrati
Engineering leader, manager of Toronto Laboratory Testing Services – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
• As engineering leader and manager of testing services at our Toronto Laboratory, Soghrati brings
13 years of experience in low-rise and high-rise building envelope design evaluation and testing.
• Soghrati is an NFRC certified simulator with in-depth knowledge of small - and large-scale testing
programs in accordance with various NRC/CCMC, ASTM, CSA, NFRC, ULC, CGSB and AAMA standards;
with a focus on fenestration products, curtain wall systems, walls, airflow analysis, air barriers,
insulation materials.
• She is a member of Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA), American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), CGSB, CSA A440, NFRC, and ULC technical committees.
• Soghrati holds a bachelor of architectural science — building science from Ryerson University in Toronto.

Dave Price
Senior engineering associate – Telford, England
• As a senior engineering associate, Price is responsible for customer liaison and project
coordination in our mock-up lab.
• Price has significant experience in mock-up testing and evaluating fenestration products against
U K industry requirements
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Principal engineers
Robert Jutras
Principal leader – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
• As Canada’s principal engineer, Jutras handles technical matters for building envelope
performance testing and certification.
• With his 35 years of experience, testing, and researching exterior building envelope products,
Jutras applies his industry expertise into every project.
• He actively participates either as Technical Committee Member or Board Member at Fenestration
Canada, AVFQ, ASTM, CSA, FGIA (AAMA/IGMA), NFRC, ABAA and ULC. He is also a voting member of
the standing committee for environmental separators (Part 5) of the Canadian building code.

Materials testing
Jean Loubert, P. Eng. FMPC
Engineering leader, Materials and Systems Testing – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• As engineering leader, Jean plans and coordinates materials and systems testing for several building
envelope components.
• Loubert achieved a technical degree in architecture in 1996 and a bachelor’s degree in engineering,
construction gestion in 2000.
• Using his 20 years of industry experience, he contributes to the improvement of unconventional
testing techniques, and participation in the development of equipment related to the performance of
tests in research and development.
• Over the past 20 years, with his industry knowledge, he has contributed to collaborate in various
seminars on rainscreen and air barrier systems.
• Loubert combines his practicality with applied science, deploying an educational approach during the
management of the tests under his responsibility, which has added value for customers who want to
better understand their building systems.

Advisory services
Myles A. Carter
Engineering manager, Advisory Services – Ottawa, Canada
• As engineering manager of Advisory Services, Myles leads a team of 20 building envelope experts
specialized in forensics and building commissioning.
• Carter has over 30 years of multidisciplined experience in materials, forensics, due diligence,
evaluating building envelope, and providing expert witness testimony.
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Advisory services
Julie Trottier, arch., PA LEED C+CB
Director, consulting and commissioning – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• With nearly 20 years of experience in the field of architecture, Trottier has acquired solid experience in
the complete management of large-scale projects within an architectural firm and as a consultant for
the commissioning of building envelopes within UL.
• Trottier’s career has so far been oriented towards commercial, institutional and corporate projects, within
which she has participated in every stage, from the development of functional and technical programs
to the construction site, with a focus on providing cost estimates throughout the process.
• Trottier’s expertise and interest in commissioning has developed during the retrospective analysis of
projects and the analysis of the various possible strategies utilized to optimize the performance of
buildings, from their design, during execution, construction and operation.

Jérôme Genairon, P.Eng.
Director, Advisory Services – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• Genairon has almost 10 years’ experience as an engineer specializing in the field of building envelopes
in Europe.
• He has expertise in the quality control of the construction of buildings, the review of plans and
site monitoring.
• Genairon now works in the investigation of various issues affecting building envelops, including water
infiltration, airtightness and condensation. He also carries out façade inspections in accordance with
regulations aimed at improving the safety in existing buildings.
• He currently holds the position of experience director in UL’s Montreal office, where with works with
his team on the main types of envelops, from massive ancestral masonry to envelops incorporate the
rain screen principle.

Business development
Andrew Cameron
Business development, Building Envelope – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
• Andrew has 30+ years of multidisciplined experience in building material testing, evaluating
facades, site failure investigations, architectural drawing and specifications reviews, and Tarion
building condominium audits.
• He contributed to Canadian National Building Code Commission and supports various ULC standards.
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Here to serve: Our global
building envelope locations
Our team of highly specialized professionals operate out of global centers of excellence based in
Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa, Canada and Telford, England. We provide a wide range of services including:
• building envelope forensics
• building envelope testing
• building envelope system commissioning
• fire testing

For additional information, please visit us at UL.com/buildingenvelope.
Have a question? Reach us directly at buildingenvelope@UL.com.
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